
Once I read a testimonial about Zepter innovative sunglasses with fullerene coating and
thought if I could buy them for myself. These glasses block the UV radiation and blue
spectrum of the sunlight. I heard that it was proved in studies that Zepter sunglasses with
fullerene coating help to normalize sleep, reduce headaches and digest information
better. Taking into consideration the fact that I spend a lot of time behind a wheel and at a
computer, these glasses would be very suitable for me.

Luckily at the medical conference of Zepter company, I was presented such a gift.

That evening I wore the glasses when I was driving. I was pleasantly surprised: my eyes
didn’t get tired, and I was able to see everything perfectly. The image of the road was
clear and contrastive, like in 3D movies. I wore my glasses on the way to work and during a
day when I got behind the wheel. The eyes didn’t get tired, I didn’t feel the frame at all.
The contours of the machines were clear and moving objects (a cat, children on the side
of the road, etc.) could be seen quite distinctly.

At work and at home I tested the glasses at a computer. The result was amazing. My
efficiency increased, the information was digested perfectly, my eyes didn’t get tired.
Previously, after 5-6 hours of continuous work at a laptop I almost always had a
headache. Now I don’t remember when it happened. I get enough sleep either after a long
trip or after a day of working at a computer. It looks like I didn’t find any negative sides in
the glasses. Maybe, it’s only the price. I think, it is a little bit high for an average
Belarusian.
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No tired eyes, no headache, and
better sleep


